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Working Group Meeting, Phase III of the project ‘Countering illicit drug trafficking through strengthened coordination and enhanced capacity of Interagency Mobile Teams’ (IMT)
Tashkent, Uzbekistan

EAG donors' meeting
Bishkek, the Kyrgyz Republic

Introductory mission AML./CFT programme implementation in Georgia.
Areas of cooperation.
Tbilisi, Georgia

Training on "Investigation, supervision and prosecution of cases, associated with human trafficking" for prosecutors, judges, lawyers and police investigators
Bishkek, the Kyrgyz Republic
11-17 September
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Paris Pact Initiative Expert Working Group Meeting in support of the Pillar II of the Vienna Declaration: Detecting and blocking financial flows linked to illicit traffic in opiates originating in Afghanistan

Ankara, Türkiye

Hand-over ceremony of the equipment to the DCA RT under the “Capacity building of the Drug Control Agency Tajikistan (DCA)” component Sub-programme 1 of the UNODC Programme for Central Asia

Dushanbe, Tajikistan

Training of Trainers for police academy and training center of MOI instructors on introduction of the course on GBV prevention

Bishkek, the Kyrgyz Republic

National Round Table for young activists and leaders of youth movements in the framework of the project titled "Regional Network of Youth Organizations and Youth Champions of Change in Central Asia for drug-free, healthy, safe, and secure societies: Phase II."

Ashgabat, Turkmenistan
18-24 September
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**17-24**
Mission to GBAO to hand over IT equipment to the regional DCA departments and organize computer literacy training

Khorog, Darvoz, Ishkoshim, Murghab, Tajikistan

**18-22**
The regional Train the Trainer course for the officers of the analytical units of the Central Asian and Pakistani law enforcement agencies under the Component on the Establishment of the Central Asia Regional Information and Coordination Centre (CARICC)

Bishkek, the Kyrgyz Republic

**18-19**
Working group meeting on Professional Development and Accreditation System for AML/CFT specialists

Almaty, Kazakhstan

**18**
RTM for national partners on Phase II of the CA Youth Regional Network on Drug use prevention initiative

Ashgabat, Turkmenistan

**19-21**
Regional training on combatting trafficking in drugs and precursors of UNODC–WCO Global Container Control Programme

Kazakhstan

**19-20**
Awareness Raising Workshop on preventing terrorist travel through the collection and analysis of information, including passenger data, biometrics and international databases

Dushanbe, Tajikistan
18-24 September
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21

Round table with the participation of international experts and practitioners (including representatives of the working group on financial investigations) on "International practice and opportunities to improve the effectiveness of parallel financial investigations";

Dushanbe, Tajikistan

22

A working meeting between representatives of UNODC ROCA and the management staff of the General Prosecutor’s Office of the Republic of Tajikistan on technical assistance in conducting international investigations.

Dushanbe, Tajikistan

22

National Round Table for young activists and leaders of youth movements in the framework of the project titled "Regional Network of Youth Organizations and Youth Champions of Change in Central Asia for drug-free, healthy, safe, and secure societies: Phase II."

Astana, Kazakhstan

21-22

Training sessions for human rights defenders, NGO organizations and pro-bono lawyers: "Trauma-informed approach" in working with victims of violence and human trafficking

Bishkek, the Kyrgyz Republic
25-30 September
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International Conference on Ending Gender-related Killings of Women and Girls
Seoul, Korea

National Round Table for young activists and leaders of youth movements in the framework of the project titled "Regional Network of Youth Organizations and Youth Champions of Change in Central Asia for drug-free, healthy, safe, and secure societies: Phase II."
Astana, Kazakhstan

Round table on "International practice and opportunities to improve the efficiency of conducting parallel financial investigations"

Tashkent, Uzbekistan

Training on “Money Laundering - financial investigation, prosecution and court challenges”
Samarkand, Uzbekistan

Training for the DCA Forensic Laboratory on the installation and use of the Gas Chromatograph
Dushanbe, Tajikistan

National Round Table for young activists and leaders of youth movements in the framework of the project titled "Regional Network of Youth Organizations and Youth Champions of Change in Central Asia for drug-free, healthy, safe, and secure societies: Phase II."

Tashkent, Uzbekistan

Training on "Investigation, supervision and prosecution of cases, associated with human trafficking" for prosecutors, judges, lawyers and police investigators

Osh, the Kyrgyz Republic